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Abstract - Based on Internet Live Stats data,
more than 2 billions information has been
accessed daily of internet user daily.
Amatriain said that trend of searching
method has been deprecated. Trend of
recommendation method has taken the
position nowadays. Information must been
processed to be transformed into
recommendation and recommendation will
reveal hidden information to the right
position. One of recommendation method is
people-to-people recommendation because
one of the most accessed media in internet is
social media. This research will discuss
about comparison betw een hybrid
algorithm
in
people-to-people
recommendation. There are three
algorithms which will be compared: hybrid
content-collaborative reciprocal (without
using weight) algorithm, hybrid contentcollaborative reciprocal (using weight)
algorithm, and interactive-based + decision
tree algorithm. These algorithm will be
implemented in recommending workout
partner using “FitParners”, Android-based
mobile application and used 200
respondents (active or not active workout).
The result will be compared based on
execution time in generating the result and
accuracy level of recomendation .
Interactive-based + decision tree algorithm
has best execution time which is 1726 ms.
Hybrid content-collaborative reciprocal
(using weight) algorithm has best accuracy
level which is 76,45%.

System
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on Internet Live Stats, there are more
than 2 billion information read on website
daily. Meanwhile, Amatriain said that the trend
of searching has shift to the trend of
recommending. Information will be processed
into recommendation, and data searching turn
into the finding of new information.
Many successful business has received the
benefit of recommender system; 70% of movie
watched on Netflix comes from
recommendation, Google News has received
38%
additional
reader
since
using
recommender system, 35% Amazon sales is
from recommendation, and 28% of
Choicestream user buy its music of the
recommendation list (Amatriain, 2014).

Although recommender system has been
developed since years ago, there are still
unsolved problems. One of them is in finding
the right method for people -to-people
recommendation. Currently there are three
main methods, they are content-based,
collaborative, and hybrid filtering .
Collaborative filtering is recommendation
method based on people interaction with
item or other people. On the other hand,
content-based filtering is a recommendation
method based on item features. And then the
result is presented in ranking list. The last
approach is hybrid filtering, where two
Keywords
Content-Collaborative previous methods are combined to complete
Reciprocal, Hybrid Filtering, Interactive- each other weakness.
Based and Decision Tree, Recommender
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This research compared hybrid-filtering B. Interaction-Based + Decision Tree
algorithms on social media for finding
This algorithm is the optimized version of
workout partner. The chosen algorithms are interactive-based algorithm, it consists of three
hybrid content-collaborative reciprocal and phases:
interactive-based combined with decision tree.
1. Interaction-Based
At first, algorithm will produce a list of
II. HYBRID FILTERING
recommended users, whereas the successful
There are couple of approaches in hybrid and unsuccessful interactions are ranked. The
filtering; linear combination, sequential rank is determined based on implicit rating on
combination, and item-based clustering (Li, the frequency of user conversation.
2002). The first approach combine both
content-based and collaborative filtering by 2. Decision Tree
ranking result. Meanwhile sequential
After that a new list of users will be
combination integrates both filters by retrieved based on user profile information
combining the calculation result. The third using decision tree.
combine the two filters by incorporating item
information rating to calculate items similarity. 3. Linear Combination
The final result is obtained from the
combination of the first and second list.
A. Hybrid Content-Collaborative Reciprocal
This algorithm consists of three phases:
1. Content-Based Filtering
In the first phase, algorithm search for users
that are similar (SU) with current user U using
profile attributes and distance metric.
2. Collaborative Filtering
And then algorithm examines the
interaction of every SU, candidate users (CU)
will be retrieved based on their interaction
similarity with SU.
3. Item-Based Clustering
Candidate user list is recommended to U.
This research carried out this algorithm in
two manners; with and without weight. The
first is to execute the algorithm with given
parameters directly, and the other is to give
weight to each parameter and then normalized
them to 0 to 1 scale before executing the
algorithm.

Fig. 2 The Scheme of Interactive-Based
+ Decision Tree Algorithm

III. RESEARCH METHOD
The research was conducted on 200
respondents where 60% is active sportsman
and 40% is inactive. All respondents are
located in Surabaya and there are no gender or
age boundaries. Active sportsman
is defined as someone who exercises for
minimum once a week, and then everyone
besides that are considered as inactive. The
sport activities examined are not limited in
special sport venue, such as fitness center.
Provided that the sport type is only limited to
strength training, callisthenic, soccer, running,
swimming, and badminton.
A. Data Collection
The research data was collected online
through Android based mobile application
called FitPartners (Nagara, 2016). Data
collection phase starts from August to

Fig. 1 The Scheme of Hybrid Content-Collaborative
Reciprocal Algorithm
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September 2016, where the data were retrieve
from main database. Assuming that 200
respondents were selected randomly, therefore
FitPartners users who registered before and
after collection period are not considered.
There are two groups of data that we
collected; they are content and collaborative
parameter. Table I and II shows the parameter
lists, provided that they are from previous
research with additional paramet ers to
improve recommendation accuracy.

C. Validation and Evaluation
The recommendation results of all
algorithms were validated based on execution
time and result accuracy. Validation by
execution time was performed internally. In
detail, every time the function was called, the
execution time was recorded as validation data.
On the other hand, the accuracy validation data
was obtained by emailing every respondent.
The email purpose is to obtain the number of
suitable candidates of every recommendation
from respondent.

TABLE I
CONTENT PARAMETER GROUP
Variable
Physical similarity

Experience similarity

-

Location similarity

-

Activity similarity

Indicator
Age
Gender
Body type
Sport preference
Profession
Duration of sport
activity (years)
Level of expertise
Distance adjacency

TABLE II
COLLABORATIVE PARAMETER GROUP
Variable
Verbal communication
Non verbal warmthness
Information finding

Reciprocity

Fondness

Shared network
Communication
satisfaction

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The validation results of execution time and
recommendation accuracy are shown in table
III and IV consecutively. Algorithm 1
represents hybrid content -collaborative
reciprocal without weight, and then the same
algorithm with weight is represented by
algorithm 2, and lastly algorithm 3 is defined
by interactive-based + decision tree.

Indicator
- Conversation intensity
in chats
- Frequency of positive
emoticons in chats
The activity of looking
on:
- Profile of partner
candidate
- Photo of partner
candidate
- Timeline of partner
candidate
- Ratio of the
conversation and
response frequency
- Appraisal or positive
rate on partner
candidate
Testimony
on partner
- Friend
of partner
candidate
-

B. Algorithm Implementation
Three algorithms will be compared; hybrid
content-collaborative reciprocal with and
without weight, also interactive -based
combined with decision tree. Therefore three
functions are composed to represent those
three using PHP language and MySQL
database. In addition, every algorithm will
generate 10 users as recommendation to one
respondent.

TABLE III
ALGORITHMS COMPARISON BASED
ON EXECUTION TIME
Validation
Average
execution time

Alg. 1

Alg. 2

Alg. 3

2842 ms

3307 ms

1726 ms

Based on execution time, algorithm 3 is the
fastest in execution time; meanwhile the other
two needs longer time to retrieve
recommendation results. Assuming that
algorithm 2 composed of interactive-based
filtering and decision tree, there are three
affecting factor in its short execution time: 1)
dataset filtered from interactive-based is
smaller (interaction data is smaller than users
profile) therefore the time needed to determine

Request as friend
Challenge
participation
Challenge assessment
on participant
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the recommendation by decision tree is
shorter, 2) decision tree required shorter
execution time, and 3) there is only one sorting
process in decision tree. On the other hand,
algorithm 1 and 2 has more complex process:
1) longer time is needed content-based
filtering phase since every user similarity (both
friend and not friend) has to be calculated, 2)
provided that the filtering result from contentbased phase is more than previous algorithm,
collaborative phase need more time to filter
them, and 3) additional time is required to sort
the result from both filter.
TABLE IV
ALGORITHMS COMPARISON BASED ON
RECOMMENDATION ACCURACY
Validation
Total of
accepted
recommendation
Total of rejected
recommendation
Average
accepted
recommendation
per respondent
Average
rejected
recommendation
per respondent

V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the implementation result and
analysis, we conclude that the best algorithm
for people-to-people recommendation is hybrid
content-collaborative reciprocal. Provided that
three algorithms execution time is within
normal time limit (in second), therefore the
best algorithm was chosen based on
recommendation accuracy. Moreover we
should considerate the fact that nonetheless
accuracy of recommendation is the main factor
in determining whether a recommendation is
acceptable or not.

Alg. 1
Alg. 2
Alg. 3
1453/2000 1529/2000 1099/2000
(72.65%) (76.45%) (54.95%)
547/2000
(27.35%)

471/2000 901/2000
(23.55%) (45.05%)

7/10
(70%)

8/10
(80%)

5/10
(50%)

3/10
(30%)

2/10
(20%)

5/10
(50%)

Prioritizing friend over stranger in producing
ranked list provide stronger recommendation.
This is supported by the premise that friend of
our friend who is similar to us has stronger
possibility to be our friend compared to
stranger who is similar to us, and 3) The
application of weight in calculating candidate
similarity strengthens th e validity of
recommendation, assuming that the filtering is
based on the user similarity priority. Oneperson similarity with others does not always
matches, some similarity factors might have
different weight according to the user
preference.

The result of table IV was analyzed based
on accepted and rejected recommendation. Out
of 200 respondent questioned during
validation phase, 17 did not reply back,
therefore their answer was considered as none
of the candidates were accepted (accepted
partner = 0).
Based on
the
comparison
of
recommendation accuracy, algorithm 2 has the
best accuracy where 76, 45% recommendation
was accepted. There are a couple of affecting
factors, they are: 1) the first filtering is based
on content similarity and not interaction
similarity. Content similarity will result in
possible accepted candidate based on the
premise that someone will be more
comfortable to be introduced to people who
are similar to him or her. Moreover similar
people have similar fondness normally, 2)

And yet, this algorithm still needs some
optimization in its execution time. One of the
solutions is to execute content filtering before
recommendation request is submitted. User
contents were more reliant to changes, while
on the other hand interaction or collaborative
data is more likely to changes in faster rate.
Therefore algorithm can be started directly to
collaborative phase, where content filtered
result can be retrieved before algorithm start.
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